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PARS ORGANICA

MEDIUS
Means I & II

CONTRATENOR
Tenors I & II

TENOR
Baritones I & II

BASSUS
Basses I & II
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Al - might - y God,
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Almighty God, which has knit together thine
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ho-ly saints in all god-ly and vir-tu-ous liv-ing.
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ho-ly saints in all god-ly and vir-tu-ous liv-ing.
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thy ho-ly saints in all god-ly and vir-tu-ous liv-ing.
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ho-ly saints in all god-ly and vir-tu-ous liv-ing.
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 saints in all god-ly and vir-tu-ous liv-ing, in all god-ly
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ho-ly saints in all god-ly and vir-tu-ous liv-ing.
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and virtuous living, that we may come, that we may come, that
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that we may come, that
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we may come, may come
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